



	Text-kpBUFwmeZD: Natasha J Michels
	Text-chNHf7hz9h: October 3, 2023
	Text-erMcsX3e3j: Dr. Sarah Johnsons
	Text-A-CItfVUAd: October 8, 2023, at 3:30 PM
	Text-yuMgUehmAy: My workplace
	Paragraph-3nXOv-cE_d: I was in a meeting, and I was asked to present my project in front of a large group. As I began speaking, I felt my heart racing, and I started to sweat. My mind went blank, and I was overwhelmed with fear that I would embarrass myself in front of my colleagues. I had to excuse myself and leave the meeting abruptly.
	Paragraph--lSBSBOb30: 
Triggers: Public speaking, crowded rooms, feeling judged
Physical Sensations: Rapid heartbeat, shortness of breath, trembling, nausea, chest pain
	Paragraph-usVf3di9Zg: During the panic attack, I kept thinking, "I can't do this," "Everyone is judging me," and "I'm going to make a fool of myself." I felt terrified and helpless, as if I had lost control over the situation.
	Paragraph-IR6vkLLdFW: Due to my fear of panic attacks, I've been avoiding public speaking opportunities at work. I've also been avoiding crowded events and sometimes even social gatherings. This avoidance has affected my career advancement, and it's put a strain on my relationships because I keep canceling plans with friends.
	Paragraph-N_7kmcO12I: During panic attacks, I've tried to take deep breaths and count to ten. I've also tried to remind myself that the fear is irrational. However, these strategies haven't been very effective in preventing or alleviating my panic attacks.
	Paragraph-zVU1TeMjfg: My main goal in managing panic attacks is to regain control over my life. I want to be able to speak confidently in public, pursue career opportunities, and enjoy social interactions without the constant fear of panic attacks. In therapy, I hope to learn effective strategies to manage my panic and reduce avoidance behaviors.
	Paragraph-_FOS0yjtdf: I've been struggling with panic attacks for the past year, and they are seriously affecting my overall well-being. I'm determined to overcome this challenge, and I'm committed to working with Dr. Smith to find a solution. Thank you for your help in this journey to recovery.


